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Redbourn Cream Wall Clock 30cm
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Short Description

This battery-powered, analogue wall clock combines a traditional style dial with a metal case, making it
visually appealing. Featuring a 12-hour display with easily readable black Roman numbers and elegant hands.
Its seconds hand is simple to see in contrasting gold.

Going back to 1929, Acctim have ended up being one of the UKs most popular clock trademark names.
Acctim continue to develop wall clocks and alarm clocks that follow the most recent styles, whilst likewise
producing a stunning variety of long-established looking designs for that nostalgic feel. Based in Newport
Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, they have a seasoned in-house group that are able to collaborate to produce
wonderful looking clocks.

With its aged-effect black case and traditionally designed, 12-hour dial, this battery-powered wall clock is ideal
for fans of classic timepieces. Its black Roman numerals and minute markers stand out against a white
background for easy timekeeping, whilst its quartz movement gives you reliable results. Its main hands are
bold in black and it features a contrasting, white, seconds hand.

Dating back to 1929, Acctim have ended up being one of the UKs most popular clock brand names. Acctim
continue to develop wall clocks and alarm clocks that follow the most recent trends, whilst likewise producing
a lovely range of traditional looking designs for that nostalgic feel. Based in Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire, they have an experienced in-house group that are able to work together to produce
wonderful looking clocks.

Description

This battery-powered, analogue wall clock combines a traditional style dial with a metal case, making it
visually appealing. Featuring a 12-hour display with easily readable black Roman numbers and elegant hands.
Its seconds hand is simple to see in contrasting gold.

Going back to 1929, Acctim have ended up being one of the UKs most popular clock trademark names.
Acctim continue to develop wall clocks and alarm clocks that follow the most recent styles, whilst likewise
producing a stunning variety of long-established looking designs for that nostalgic feel. Based in Newport
Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, they have a seasoned in-house group that are able to collaborate to produce
wonderful looking clocks.

With its aged-effect black case and traditionally designed, 12-hour dial, this battery-powered wall clock is ideal
for fans of classic timepieces. Its black Roman numerals and minute markers stand out against a white
background for easy timekeeping, whilst its quartz movement gives you reliable results. Its main hands are
bold in black and it features a contrasting, white, seconds hand.

Dating back to 1929, Acctim have ended up being one of the UKs most popular clock brand names. Acctim
continue to develop wall clocks and alarm clocks that follow the most recent trends, whilst likewise producing
a lovely range of traditional looking designs for that nostalgic feel. Based in Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire, they have an experienced in-house group that are able to work together to produce
wonderful looking clocks.
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Additional Information

Colour Cream

Digits Roman Numerals

Display Analogue

Brand Acctim

Material Metal

Movement Type Quartz (Light Ticking Sound)

Power Battery

Time Format 12 hour

Size : Width 30cm

Size : Height 30cm
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